
第  一  课

Lesson  1

会话  Conversation

A ：你好！   Hello!

               Nǐ hǎo!

B ：你好 !   Hello!

               Nǐ hǎo!

A ：你好吗？   How are you?

               Nǐ hǎo ma? 

B ：我很好。   I am very well.

             Wǒ hěn hǎo.

B ：再见！   Goodbye.

              Zàijiàn.

A ：再见！   Goodbye.

               Zàijiàn.

你好！ Hello!
 Nǐ hǎo
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2 汉语初阶  Beginner’s  Chinese

生词  Vocabulary 

1. 你 you (singular)
nǐ

2. 好 good, well
hǎo

3. 吗 (an interrogative particle )
ma

4. 我 I, me
wǒ

5. 很 very
hěn

6. 再见 goodbye
zàijiàn

课堂活动  Activity

Write the number of the correct answer in the balloon.

Nǐ hǎo mɑ? 
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3Lesson 1 第一课

Wǒ hěn hǎo.

          (1) Zàijiàn. (2) Nǐ hǎo mɑ? (3) Nǐ hǎo! (4) Wǒ hěn hǎo.

语音  Chinese Phonetics

Vowels

a o e i u ǖ

Consonants

b p m f d t n l

Combinations of Consonants and Vowels

bo po mo fo de te ne le

ba pa ma fa da ta na la

bu pu mu fu du tu nu lu

Tones

bā bá bǎ bà

mā má mǎ mà

nī ní nǐ nì

wō wó wǒ wò
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4 汉语初阶  Beginner’s  Chinese

Chinese Pronunciation

● Chinese is a language with different tones. There are four basic tones in Putonghua 

(Mandarin Chinese), which are indicated respectively by the following tone marks:  “ˉ”(the 

first tone), “′”(the second tone), “ ˇ ”(the third tone),“ ” (the fourth tone ). A syllable, when 

pronounced in a different tone, has a different meaning.

●● The Unaspirated and Aspirated

The unaspirated “ b” and aspirated “ p” are pronounced in exactly the same manner as 

regards tongue positions. So are “ d ” and “ t ”. The only difference is that, in pronouncing the 

aspirated “ p ”, and “ t ”, the air is puffed out strongly, whereas with the unaspirated “ b ” and 

“d ” the air is let out with a pop through the lips.

●●● The Changes of Tones

When two third tone syllables are adjacent, the first one is pronounced in the second 

tone, e.g., “nǐ hǎo → ní hǎo”, “ hěn hǎo → hén hǎo”.

●●●● The Neutral Tone 

Some syllables can lose their original tones when they are unstressed and take on a feeble 

tone. This is known as the neutral tone, which is shown without any tone marks, e.g., “ Nǐ hǎo ma?”

语法  Grammar

● Nǐ hǎo.

“Nǐ hǎo.” is a common greeting in Chinese people’s daily life. It can be used in the 

morning, afternoon, and evening. It also can be used when you meet somebody for the first 

time. The answer to it is also “Nǐ hǎo.”
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